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electronic messaging signs
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sensors, including traffic sensors

4,300
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We are the publicly funded, governmentowned company that plans, designs,
builds, operates and maintains more
than 4,300 miles of motorway and major
A-roads that form England’s strategic
road network (SRN). As well as managing
one of the world’s most advanced road
networks, we provide information and
assistance for four million road users who
use our network every day.
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AIMING TO BE EFFICIENT
IN EVERYTHING WE DO
The government is
investing £15 billion
in the biggest upgrade
to our strategic road
network in a generation.
As a responsible
business, we want
to spend that money
wisely and well.
The Department for Transport has
set us a challenging efficiency target –
keeping us focussed on getting
the best possible return on the
investment in England’s major roads
and motorways. We aim to provide
maximum value for the taxpayer by
constantly looking to become more
efficient; through better performance,
less waste and achieving cost savings
without compromising on quality.
We’ve achieved almost £850 million
of savings in our first four years, and
we’re on course to achieve £1.2 billion
of efficiency savings by 2020. This
is in line with the target agreed with
the government and means we’re
delivering 10% extra value for the
tax payer.

2020

£1.2 billion

2019

£848 million
We’re on course to
make £1.2 BILLION OF
EFFICIENCY SAVINGS
BY 2020, with almost
£850 million of savings
in our first four years.

WHAT IS
EFFICIENCY?
When we talk about being
efficient in everything we
do, we mean we’re aiming
to provide more value
through better performance.
Efficiency, for us, also
means less waste and
more cost savings – without
compromising on quality.

But efficiency is about more than
numbers. It’s about looking at how
we plan, procure and manage our
contracts. It’s also about how we
work with our suppliers and others to
improve the way we deliver schemes.
How we adopt Lean techniques by
refining our processes in ways that
eliminate inefficient use of time, effort
and cost from each step. And how we
use innovation and new technologies
that not only save time and money,
but also improve the experience of
road users and keep them safer.

MALCOLM DARE
Executive Director Commercial and
Procurement, Highways England
Alun Roberts, Bulldozer Driver,
A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme
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A1

RESURFACING

ROLLING OUT
SMOOTHER ROADS

PROJECT

66

%

Over the past four years, we’ve
found ways to work more efficiently
in every area of our business.
Whether we’re resurfacing roads
or refinancing projects, building
bridges or planning projects, we’re
already seeing the benefits of
better working.

REDUCTION IN
WASTE TAKEN TO
LANDFILL

75%
REDUCTION IN
QUARRIED
AGGREGATE

WE’RE PIONEERING INNOVATIVE
ROAD RESURFACING
TECHNIQUES that not only provide
a smoother ride but, thanks to
new technology and new ways of
working, do it more efficiently too,
saving both time and money.

49%
REDUCTION
IN SHIFTS

71

%

FEWER LORRY
MOVEMENTS

25%

REDUCTION IN
QUANTITY OF
BITUMEN REQUIRED

Cold pave technology
image courtesy of
A-one+

OLD BECOMES NEW IN ROAD RECYCLING
In May 2017 the A1 West Moor and Newton-onthe-Moor road renewal scheme in Northumberland
became the first project in the UK to use a
radical new recycling technique that’s reaping
significant benefits.
We deployed a specialist road recycling machine that
strips off the top layer of the old road and recycles
the materials as it moves along. It mixes them with
an emulsion, before a paving machine lays the new
surface like conventional asphalt – but instead of
being laid hot, it’s laid cold.
It’s a fundamental re-think of traditional road
surfacing. No longer is there the separate planing
and surfacing of each section of road, with each
activity needing its own set of people and plant.
Now old road becomes new road in just one pass,
with more surface being covered in each shift.
And that’s not the only benefit. There’s less moving
of plant, which means safer working conditions for
road workers. It also means fewer road joints, leading
to a smoother road surface. There are environmental
benefits too, notably a 33% reduction in carbon
emissions and a significant amount of recycling. This
technique achieved savings of more than £1 million
over a four mile stretch of the A1.
What’s more, the newly laid surface is designed to
last for 20 years, meaning fewer future repairs and
therefore less disruption for drivers.
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“Everybody is working as one big
team – all the Highways England
people, everyone from the suppliers,
all the agencies, we’re all working
together. If you ask someone to do
something for you, they’ll say, ‘give
me five minutes to make a phone
call and I’ll sort it out’ and they get
the job done.”
PETER LEES
Operative, M5 Oldbury Viaduct scheme
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WORKING TOGETHER
TO GET RESULTS
The way we work with our suppliers is changing.
Our funding certainty means that we can provide a
pipeline of future work, so they can plan ahead and
invest in new techniques and training.
That’s allowing us to work more closely with our suppliers.
We collaborate on new types of contracts with shared
goals that boost performance, while adding value for our
road users and surrounding communities.

A NEW ROUTE FOR PROCUREMENT
In November 2018 we launched a new procurement
process for £8.7 billion of work over six years on England’s
motorways and major A roads.
In a move away from awarding contracts on a scheme-byscheme basis, we’ve awarded 13 suppliers 18 packages
of work over the full six years. It provides our suppliers with
a secure work flow, giving them the confidence to invest in
skills and jobs and work more collaboratively with us and
other delivery partners.
Known as Regional Delivery Partners, they’re being
incentivised to deliver over and above the contract
requirements as they develop, design and construct
the schemes.
For example, we want to see roadworks managed in a
way that minimises disruption to journeys and complete
earlier than agreed. We are looking for innovation and
environmental benefits, as well as employment
opportunities for individuals and local businesses.
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The Severn Bridge

CHANGING HOW WE MANAGE OUR ASSETS
Another change in the way we work with suppliers
is helping us to make significant savings.
We’ve brought responsibility for asset investment
and operational decision making in-house
and now carry out roles previously carried out
by suppliers.
It means we can take control of important
maintenance and incident management decisions,
keeping delays and congestion to a minimum. We
can also make sure that funds go to schemes that
will have the most positive impact.

The East Midlands was the first area to adopt the
process, eliminating the supplier management
fees previously paid on top of delivery costs.
We’re now over half way through the roll-out of this
new approach across our regions.
Elsewhere, in 2018 we became responsible
for the operation and management of the M4
and M48 Severn River crossings. We managed
the vehicle toll charge, reducing the charge
to customers until the end of 2018, when the
charge ceased completely.

£260 million
SAVINGS

FOR ONE
OF OUR BUSIEST
MOTORWAYS

We’ve refinanced the contract for capital work
and maintenance to the M25 motorway – a deal
that will save hundreds of millions of pounds.
It reduces the fees paid by Highways England
to our supplier by £7 million annually until the end
of the contract in twenty years’ time. Including
inflation, that will add up to savings of more than
£260 million.
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“The way we’ve got people
thinking about making
savings and delivering
efficiencies is that it’s part
of the day job. That’s a
culture that’s quite strong
both within Highways
England and among
suppliers who are
delivering on our behalf.”
MALCOLM DARE
Executive Director,
Commercial and Procurement
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LEAN
THINKING,
BETTER
WORKING
We’re one of the construction
industry’s early adopters of Lean
methodology – creating more
value for customers using fewer
resources. Lean has helped
us remove waste from our
processes, reducing time and
costs and improving productivity.
It’s on course to make a £250
million contribution towards our
efficiency target of £1.2 billion.
One of the ways we’re working in
a Lean way is through collaborative
planning. This means earlier
involvement with suppliers and
other organisations at the design
and planning stage for projects –
reducing duplication of effort
and costs.
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SAVING TIME AND MONEY
THROUGH COLLABORATION
At the A556 Knutsford to Bowdon scheme
in Cheshire, landowner and access issues
for utility providers (water and power)
threatened to delay the start of the project
by more than nine months.
But thanks to collaborative planning, the
project team was able to re-sequence the
programme of work and also accelerate
work on earthworks and road surfacing.
As a result, the forecast nine-month delay
was reduced by six months, leading
to a savings of £5.5 million.

WHAT IS LEAN
METHODOLOGY?

KEEPING IT LEAN AT
THE OLDBURY VIADUCT

Meeting customer needs and
achieving quality through better
use of people and assets – by
continually improving work
processes and eliminating waste.

Lean working is paying off at the Oldbury
Viaduct on the M5 in the West Midlands.
It’s one of the busiest sections of motorway
in the country, carrying around 120,000
vehicles every day.
The viaduct is Britain’s biggest ever
concrete repair project – and it’s achieving
efficiencies to match. So far, a range of
initiatives have achieved time, cost and
safety benefits worth £71 million.
A contraflow keeps the road open to traffic
during the work, while portable work tents
reduce the impact of bad weather and
help to keep the project on schedule. By
building three satellite offices and supplying
minibuses to transport site workers,
we reduced travelling time from the
workers’ daily routine.

Karanbeer Minhas,
Public Liaison Officer
at Oldbury Viaduct

COLLABORATIVE
PLANNING
HAS SO FAR
SAVED US

£23.1
million
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SURFACE THOUGHTS
LEAN THINKING,
BETTER WORKING

Carry out 1,000 tonnes of resurfacing
in a single night?

IN ACTION

Lean thinking has helped us to boost efficiency
when we’re resurfacing roads. Work done by our
Midlands Operations and Safety Engineering and
Standards Lean team is just one example of how
we’re putting Lean techniques to great effect.
THE CHALLENGE
Is it possible to carry out 1,000 tonnes of resurfacing
in a single night? The teams set out to do just that,
studying six months of data from night shifts. They
realised that the paving machine was sometimes only
active for a third of the available shift.
THE SOLUTION
The team set out to find ways to increase the working
window and put their ideas to the test in a trial on
the M5. They made sure plant and material were
available as soon as the road was closed. Two lanes
of carriageway were closed early to allow access, and
the working window was extended (when conditions
allowed) to test the plant’s maximum process capability.

Early engagement and
collaboration with utility
companies to divert pipes
and cables have so
far saved us

£11.4
million

ON UTILITY
DIVERSIONS

325

2017/2018

tonnes

240

tonnes

2014/2015

AVERAGE AMOUNT
OF ASPHALT LAID
PER SHIFT

increased by

40%

THE RESULTS
The time between the planer start time and the paver
start time was reduced from nearly two hours to just
45 minutes. Active paver time was increased from just
over two hours (over a normal eight-hour shift) to nearly
seven hours (over the extended trial shift). And the
paver’s active time was increased from 33% to 64%
of the shift.
What’s more, a total of 1,024 tonnes was laid during
the trial shift. The challenge was well and truly met.
Since then other schemes including two on the A1(M)
have successfully used this working model, and more
are planned.
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DIVERTING INNOVATION
Cost-effective alternative to diverting four
gas pipelines

Innovative thinking is saving us money on schemes
involving utility diversions, where we work
alongside Statutory Undertakers – utility providers
or public bodies such as the Environment Agency
who have the legal right to carry out certain
types of work.
The A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon scheme is
a good example of how we’re putting our thinking
into practice.
THE CHALLENGE
Our team wanted to come up with a cost-effective
alternative to diverting four gas pipelines that crossed
the path of the A14.
THE SOLUTION
The team’s idea was to place a concrete protection
slab over the length of pipe directly affected by the
works. This brought a much larger proportion of the
work in-house and was considerably cheaper to
design and construct.
THE RESULTS
The plan was successfully carried out for three of the
four pipelines, with the fourth re-routed and shortened –
saving £5.6 million overall.
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A SMARTER WAY TO BUILD
We’re working smarter on our
major construction schemes.
Structures such as bridges,
barriers and overhead gantries
on our network are increasingly
being built to standardised
designs using modular
components assembled off,
or near site.

86

NEW
STRUCTURES
HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED AS SUITABLE
FOR A STANDARDISED SOLUTION

up to 25% of the overall
requirements of Highways
England’s Regional Investment
Programme

Standardisation reduces construction and
maintenance costs, while using modules
means faster construction and less
roadside working. As a result, schemes
can be delivered more quickly and safely.

BRIDGING AN EFFICIENCY GAP
Traditionally bridges have been individually
designed and built to suit their locations.
On the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
scheme, however, all that has changed:
each of the project’s eight bridges are a
standardised design – comprising standard
parts that are pre-fabricated off-site.

“Using off-site construction has been
absolutely massive in terms of the buy-in
from the local community. It also
shows how we take ideas, help them
grow, and use them to achieve major
efficiency improvements.
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I love the fact that this project has
become a test bed for ideas and technology
that have been rolled out not only to
the supply chain but now to the wider
construction industry as well.”
CHRIS GRIFFIN
Senior Project Manager,
A14 Integrated Delivery Team

Off-site construction means better quality
control and it reduces the risks to site
workers of working at height. Meanwhile,
the move from three to two-span structures
achieves efficiencies as there’s less
earthworks involved. The new design also
reduces the whole-life cost of maintaining
the structure, as there are fewer traffic
management and inspection costs.
With construction savings of around
£270,000 and maintenance savings at just
under £40,000 for each bridge, over the
whole scheme the efficiencies add up
to almost £2.5 million.
Bar Hill Interchange, A14

STANDARDISATION REDUCES CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE COSTS
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MAKING THE MOST
OF TECHNOLOGY
From the systems that support
our people around the country,
to the ground-breaking innovation
that’s behind smart motorways,
technology can help us improve
almost every aspect of how we
provide a safe, free-flowing network.

CUTTING THE COST OF COMMUNICATIONS
A new, more competitive procurement process has
led to efficiency savings of more than £93 million in
the National Roads Telecommunications Service 2
(NRTS2) contract.
NRTS2 provides the telecommunications network
that connects our seven regional control centres
and the National Traffic Operations Centre to 30,000
roadside assets such as message signs, signals and
cameras. It also provides all new telecommunications
services to scheme improvement projects such as
smart motorways.
The £76 million NRTS2 contract follows on from the
NRTS1 contract, which expired in September 2018.

WHAT’S SO CLEVER
ABOUT SMART
MOTORWAYS?

Astrea Moore, Operator, West Midlands
Regional Control Centre

A NEW, MORE COMPETITIVE PROCUREMENT PROCESS HAS LED TO
EFFICIENCY SAVINGS OF MORE THAN £93 MILLION

Smart motorways harness the latest
technology to monitor and manage
the flow of traffic, changing signs and
setting speed limits. For example, we
use real-time data from road sensors
to prevent ‘stop-start’ pulses of traffic.
On some busier sections of smart
motorway we temporarily open the hard
shoulder to traffic, or have converted
it to a permanent extra lane so that
more vehicles can travel, avoiding the
expense and disruption of widening the
road. Free-flowing traffic also brings
safety and environmental benefits.

We took a different approach to achieve a more
competitive tender price for NRTS2: a procurement
process that allowed us to talk openly about the
contract needs. This gave suppliers a deeper
understanding of what was required of them and
resulted in three strong tender bids at a
competitive price.
NRTS2 will use commercial off-the-shelf products,
opening up the contract to a broader pool of
suppliers who can bring new ideas and innovations.
This new, efficient, flexible and scalable service will
also result in lower operational costs.
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APP MAPS OUT SAVINGS

SPEEDING UP MOTORWAY DESIGN

Smarter road planning can save us both time
and money. A new digital planning tool for major
projects – our programme mapping application –
has already proved its worth by saving us more
than £13 million.

Other new technologies are changing the way
we work by slashing the time taken to design
new schemes.

We had planned a technology scheme along the
A404 in Berkshire that would provide road users
with better journey information. Estimated to cost
£13 million, it involved using motorway incident
detection and automatic signalling, variable
message signs and CCTV.
But when our operations and major projects
teams used the programme mapping application
(PMA) to look at all planned schemes around the
A404, a better option came to light.
The app revealed that a number of other major
projects planned would deliver significantly greater
benefits than the proposed technology scheme.
As a result, the scheme was cancelled – and the
£13 million it would have cost to implement saved.

The rapid engineering model (REM) now being
used on the smart motorways programme (SMP)
has cut design times from months to weeks.
REM is a digital workflow that enables schemes’
designs to be generated automatically. It has the
capability to design up to 80% of a scheme in a
matter of minutes, rather than months. We analyse
3D data alongside environmental data to help
identify opportunities and risks within a specific
project, or along an entire asset in the network.
Using this data, design layouts of major roadside
assemblies (such as gantries) are automatically
generated in line with SMP guidance.
And as more capabilities are built into REM,
it should also bring greater standardisation of
designs, more certainty of delivery costs and
greater efficiency.

The PMA is a significant advance in programme
planning. Before, the impact of other projects
on a scheme were not always considered. Now,
major projects and operations teams can see
up-to-date information on current and future
schemes, allowing them to better coordinate their
programmes and make sure planned or ongoing
schemes don’t undermine or eliminate another
scheme’s benefits.

£13

million IN SAVINGS
FROM NEW DIGITAL
PLANNING TOOL

Rapid Engineering Model digital workflow
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THE ROAD
AHEAD
External benchmarking shows
we’re doing well compared
with other infrastructure
organisations when we look
at how much we spend against
the value of the assets we
maintain, operate and improve –
more than £110 billion in our
last accounts.
But we know that we need to keep
becoming ever more efficient.
While we are set to deliver an
impressive £1.2 billion efficiency
savings for taxpayers over the first
Road Period, we cannot afford
any complacency.

So where will we find new cost efficiencies?
For the next five-year Road Investment
Strategy we’ve been reviewing all the projects
in our regional investment and smart
motorway programmes, scrutinising factors
such as project challenges, design options,
cost profiles and risks.
Our approach to efficiency in RIS2
will concentrate on strengthening our
procurement, operations, capabilities
and processes.
It’s widely agreed that the greatest
opportunities for efficiencies in transport
projects occur during the early stages of
planning, through collaboration and shared
problem solving. So we’re working with
Department for Transport, HS2, Network Rail,
Transport for London and Crossrail to share
best practice across the transport sector.
We’re also harnessing new and emerging
technologies, such as 5G connectivity,
to run our operations more efficiently – and
often more safely too.
It’s not just about saving money though.
Wherever possible when delivering road
projects or operating our complex business,
we also look for things that improve the
experience of using our road network.
The past four years have clearly established
Highways England’s reputation as an
efficient infrastructure operator, trusted to
spend and invest wisely. We embrace the
challenge of enhancing this hard-won
reputation in the years to come.
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